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Abstract 

Native mass spectrometry (MS) is a powerful means for studying macromolecular protein 

assemblies, including accessing activated states. However, much remains to be understood about 

what governs which regions of the protein (un)folding funnel are explored by activation of protein 

ions in vacuum. Here we examine the trajectory that Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD1) dimers 

take over the unfolding and dissociation free energy landscape in vacuum. We examined wild-type 

SOD1 and six disease-related point-mutants by using tandem MS and ion-mobility MS as a 

function of collisional activation. For six of the seven SOD1 variants, increasing activation 

prompted dimers to transition through two unfolding events and dissociate symmetrically into 

monomers with (as near as possible) equal charges. The exception was G37R, which proceeded 

only through the first unfolding transition, and displayed a much higher abundance of asymmetric 

products. Supported by the observation that ejected asymmetric G37R monomers were more 

compact than symmetric G37R ones, we localised this effect to the formation of a gas-phase salt-

bridge in the first activated conformation. To examine the data quantitatively, we applied 

Arrhenius-type analysis to estimate the barriers on the corresponding free energy landscape. This 

reveals a heightening of the barrier to unfolding in G37R >5 kJmol-1 over the other variants, 

consistent with expectations for the strength of a salt-bridge. Our work demonstrates weaknesses 

in the simple general framework for understanding protein complex dissociation in vacuum, and 

highlights the importance of individual residues, their local environment, and specific interactions 

in governing product formation. 
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Introduction 

Native mass spectrometry (MS) can be used to reveal attributes of protein assemblies such as 

oligomeric distribution, topology, and dynamics1-5. A key component of this approach is tandem 

mass spectrometry (MS/MS), in which ion populations within discrete m/z (mass-to-charge ratio) 

regions are isolated and dissociated to provide insight into their underlying composition. This is 

typically achieved using collision-induced dissociation (CID), where charged complexes are 

subject to increasingly energetic encounters with a bath gas6. Activation results in decomposition 

of the complex, typically via the loss of monomeric subunits. Dissociation of a complex is 

considered “asymmetric” when the average partitioning of charge between products is unequal 

with respect to their mass (e.g. dimerz+ → monomer>(z/2)+ + monomer<(z/2)+). This results in products 

with charge state distributions centred on different m/z ratios. By contrast, dissociation is defined 

as “symmetric” when charge and mass are (on average) apportioned equally over the fragment 

ions (e.g. dimerz+ → 2 monomer(z/2)+), leading to a unimodal distribution of charge states. 

The disproportionately high charge on one of the products of asymmetric dissociation is 

traditionally rationalised by its collision-induced unfolding (CIU) during activation, with mobile 

protons7-8 migrating9 to the newly exposed, and evolving, surface to maintain (in broad terms) a 

uniform surface charge-density10-13. An alternative model is that the asymmetric partitioning of 

charge arises from the heterolysis of salt bridges – either already present in solution or freshly 

formed in the gas-phase – in a manner that enhances the charge on the leaving subunit14. These 

two models, therefore, differ considerably in explaining variations in charge partitioning, either 

via differing extents of protein unfolding, or number of heterolytic salt-bridge cleavages.  

Ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) has allowed the measurement of complexes during 

activation, returning collision cross-sections (CCSs) consistent with unfolding of a constituent 
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subunit15. The extent and pathway of unfolding prior to dissociation is however variable, and 

depends on the protein complex, the experimental conditions, and charge state16-18. For instance, 

asymmetric partitioning of charge can also occur with little or no unfolding, as has been observed 

for low charge states of the tetrameric proteins C-reactive protein and concanavalin-A18, and 

transthyretin16, undergoing CID. These studies demonstrate how the relationship between charging 

and unfolding is not simple, and processes including the formation of new bonds within the 

proteins and cleavage of interfacial salt bridges may be operative14.  

Given this variability, rather than being independent and sequential processes, structural distortion 

(encompassing both unfolding and new bond formation) and dissociation are better considered as 

two dimensions of the conformational space accessible to a protein complex during gas-phase 

activation19. The trajectory ions take over this gas-phase distortion-dissociation energy surface has 

been exploited to characterise protein and protein-ligand complexes20. However, to advance the 

diagnostic utility of this approach, we require a deeper understanding of the mechanistic 

determinants of the pathway taken21. Here we have addressed this deficiency by examining 

quantitatively the behaviour of wild-type (WT) and mutant forms of Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase 

(SOD1), upon collisional activation. 

SOD1 is a 32 kDa homodimeric enzyme that converts superoxide to either oxygen or hydrogen 

peroxide22. Each monomer contains a catalytically active copper atom, a zinc atom, and an intra-

monomer disulfide bond (Fig. 1A). Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis-associated mutations are found 

throughout the SOD1 sequence and result in variations in protein stability, including dimer 

affinity23-25, leading to an increased propensity for misfolding and aggregation26. We have 

exploited this system, building on work showing the susceptibility of bovine SOD1 to activation 

in the gas-phase27 to interrogate the relationship between unfolding and the symmetry of 
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dissociation upon collisional activation. We were able to characterise in detail the unfolding and 

dissociation pathways of the SOD1 dimer and develop an analysis framework that provides a 

quantitative interpretation of the data. Our approach revealed that dimers of the G37R mutant of 

SOD1 have a higher propensity to dissociate asymmetrically yet, surprisingly, the more highly 

charged monomers were more compact for this mutant. G37R is also unusual in that it proceeds 

towards dissociation through only one of the two unfolded conformers seen for the wild-type (and 

other variants). We are able to rationalise these observations through the formation of a new salt-

bridge during unfolding that remodels the energy landscape relative to the wild-type protein. 

Together, these results further our understanding of gas-phase protein dynamics and provide 

insight on the influence of charge and electrostatic interactions on the free energy landscape they 

explore.  
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Experimental section 

Materials. All solutions were prepared using Milli-Q ultra-purified water obtained from a 

Millipore purification system (Massachusetts, USA). All materials were of analytical grade. 

Tryptone, Tris-base, DTT, β-Mercaptoethanol, bromophenol blue, brilliant blue G, ammonium 

persulphate, SDS, ampicillin sodium salt, and IPTG were from Amresco (Ohio, USA). NaCl, 

ammonium sulphate, agar, acetonitrile, Tris-HCl, EDTA, ammonium acetate, and RNase were 

from Sigma-Aldrich (Missouri, USA). DNase was from Roche Diagnostics (NSW, Australia). 

Carbenicillin was from Carbenicillin Direct (UK). Copper sulphate pentahydrate was from Ace 

Chemical Company (SA, Australia). Zinc sulphate heptahydrate was from Hopkin and Williams 

LTD (Birmingham, UK). Formic acid and acetic acid were from Univar (NSW, Australia). 

Methanol was from Ajax Finechem (NSW, Australia). Gold coated borosilicate capillaries were 

made in house using borosilicate capillaries from Harvard Apparatus (Massachusetts, USA) using 

a P-97 Flaming/Brown micropipette puller (Sutter Instruments, USA) 

Expression and purification of recombinant human SOD1. Bacterial expression plasmids 

encoding SOD1 WT, A4V, G37R and G93A were a kind gift from Professor Mikael Oliveberg 

(Stockholm University, Sweden). SOD1 mutants H46R, D90A, and V148G were designed in 

house and generated by Genscript (New Jersey, USA). Protein expression and purification were 

performed according to previous work28. Briefly, SOD1 was co-expressed with the yeast copper 

chaperone in the presence of copper and zinc ions in chemically competent BL21(DE3) E. coli, to 

promote native folding of SOD1 protein. E. coli were lysed using an Emulsiflex-C5 (Avestin Inc, 

Canada). Lysates were subject to heat denaturation at 65 °C and cleared by centrifugation, 

following which ammonium sulphate precipitations at 60% and 90% (w/v) were performed at 4 °C. 

The 90% ammonium sulphate precipitated pellet was resuspended and purified using a 
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combination of gel filtration (Hiload 16/60 Superdex 75 PG, GE USA) and anion exchange 

chromatography (Hiscreen Capto-Q, GE USA). Pure SOD1 was pooled and flash-frozen with 

liquid nitrogen before storage at -20 °C.    

Sample preparation for Mass Spectrometry. Purified SOD1 samples were desalted and buffer 

exchanged into 200 mM NH4OAc (pH 6.8), using gel-filtration chromatography (Superdex 75 

10/300 GL, GE USA). The SOD1 concentration from collected fractions was determined using a 

bicinchoninic acid assay. Samples were diluted to 10 µM (monomer) using 200 mM NH4OAc (pH 

6.8) prior to mass spectrometry. The WT•G37R heterodimer samples were generated by mixing 

equal parts WT homodimer and G37R homodimer, both in 200 mM NH4OAc (pH 6.8),  together 

and incubating overnight at 37 ºC so that subunit exchange would occur. Paradoxin was purified 

from inland taipan (oxyuranus microlepidotus) lyophilized whole venom by resuspending 

lyophilized protein into 200 mM NH4OAc prior to gel-filtration chromatography (Superdex 200 

10/300 GL, GE USA)29. Paradoxin was diluted to 10 µM prior to nanoelectrospray ionization mass 

spectrometry. 

Mass Spectrometry. All MS experiments were performed using a SYNAPT G1 HDMS (Waters, 

UK) in positive ion mode with a nano-electrospray ionisation source, along the lines described 

previously30. Instrument parameters were: capillary 1.52 kV, sample cone 70 V, accelerating 

potential into the “transfer” collision cell 4 V, accelerating potential into the “trap” collision cell 

6-100 V, ion transfer stage pressure 0.42 mbar, ToF analyser pressure 2.38 ´ 10-6 mbar, backing 

pressure 4.0 mbar. The collision gas was Argon. For tandem MS experiments, a peak window 

centred on ~2900 m/z was used, and the accelerating potential into the trap collision cell was 

increased from 6 to 100 V in 5-V increments. For IM-MS, settings were similar to those described 

previously15, with the exception of the instrument parameters listed above. No mobility selection 
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was used in the experiments or data extraction. All spectra were externally calibrated using a 

solution of caesium iodide (10 mg/ml in 50% n-propanol). Spectra were processed and analysed 

using Masslynx 4.1 and Driftscope 2.1 software (Waters, UK). CIU fingerprints were generated 

and analysed using CIUSuite31. 

CCS measurement of SOD1 ions. CCS values of SOD1 ions in the gas phase were measured and 

calculated according to a previously protocol32. Briefly, the CCS calibrants were subunits (β and 

γ) and trimer of the phospholipase A2 protein, Paradoxin (PDx), sourced from Taipan snake venom 

(Venom Supplies PTY LTD, Tanunda Australia) which were sprayed under similar conditions 

with the exception of the PDx (10 V Trap collision energy and 10 V Transfer collision energy). 

Arrival times of the calibrant ions were measured at wave heights of 10.5, 11.0, and 11.5 V. SOD1 

WT was sprayed under different accelerating voltages into the Trap voltages (6, 40, 80 V), where 

a selection window of ~2900 m/z was applied for the 40 and 80 V experiments to measure the CCS 

values of D11+ upon activation (i.e. D2 and D3), as well as the ejected monomers.  We used two 

previously published methods33-34 to analyse calibration curves and calculate the CCS values of 

SOD1 WT protein from the measured arrival times. Experimental CCS values were compared to 

in silico predicted CCS values from several SOD1 x-ray crystal structures (monomer: 2XJK35, 

dimer: 2C9V/2C9U36) using IMPACT37 with an atomic radius of 1.68 for the gas probe38.  

Analysis of dissociation and unfolding kinetics. A model describing the competing dimer 

unfolding and dissociation pathways was generated from assessment of both CID and CIU data of 

the dimer 11+ charge state (D11+). The sum of the intensities of the 7+ and 4+ monomer charge 

states was defined as the abundance of the asymmetric products (MA), with the 6+ and 5+ that of 

the symmetric products (MS). This definition ignores the possibility of some “mixing” of 

dissociation channels, a necessary simplification but one that could be a potential source of error 
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in our model. The three different dimer conformers were denoted D1, D2 and D3 in order of 

increasing collision cross-section area (CCS), as revealed by the CIU data. We considered the 

unfolding transition from D1 to D2 to be characterised by the rate constant k1
U, D2 to D3 by k2

U, the 

dissociation of D1 into MS by k1
D, and D2 and D3 into MA by k2

D and as k3
D, respectively. Rate 

equations were written for each transition, in terms of the above rate constants and abundances of 

each of the five states D1, D2, D3, MA, and MS, and solved analytically as described in the 

Supporting Information. Abundances of the species were determined by extracting the signal 

belonging to each state, and measuring the area under the curve for each state. Arrhenius-type 

analysis was performed by converting the experimental collision voltages into effective 

temperatures as previously described39.  
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Results 

SOD1 dissociates into monomers with differing charge and size 

To examine in detail the dissociation of a homodimeric protein in vacuum, we chose to exploit the 

system afforded by SOD1, both the WT protein and six disease-related single-point-mutants	(A4V, 

G37R, H46R, D90A, G93A and V148G) (Fig. 1A). We first obtained native mass spectra of WT 

SOD1 at a range of activation potentials into a collision cell containing a low pressure of argon 

(Fig. 1B). In line with previous data24, 27, the SOD1 dimer ionized primarily in 10+ and 11+ charge 

states, with minor populations of 9+ and 12+ (hereon designated Xz+, where X denotes the 

oligomeric state and z the integer charge) (SFig. 1). When the SOD1 dimers underwent CID 

(performed in the “trap” collision cell of a Synapt G1 instrument, throughout this work), the 

resulting monomer charge states M5+ and M6+ overlapped with those of the dimer, D10+ and D12+ 

respectively. To overcome any ambiguity this might cause, we employed MS/MS to interrogate 

selectively the D11+ ions (~2900 m/z, no overlap) and enabling us to quantify unambiguously their 

decay, and the concomitant evolution of monomers with charge states from 4+ to 7+ (Fig. 1B). 

To assess the folding state of SOD1 in the gas phase quantitatively, we determined the CCS of the 

D11+ and each of the monomer charge states individually by means of IM-MS and calibration using 

known standards. At the lowest accelerating potential into the collision cell (6 V), we obtained a 

value of 27.3 nm2 for the D11+, slightly lower than the 29.2 nm2 estimated from the crystal structure 

(STable 2). This is consistent with a slight compaction of the structure, arising presumably from 

the collapse of flexible loops and sidechains protruding from the surface and the formation of new 

interactions enabled in the absence of solvent40-42. At 80 V, all four monomer charge states were 

detectable, allowing us to determine their CCSs. We found that they ranged from 19.0 nm2 (M7+) 

to 13.7 nm2 (M4+), while that of the monomer excised from the crystal structure was 17.7 nm2. 
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This reveals that relative to the native structure M7+ is somewhat unfolded (despite the intra-

monomer disulphide bond), while the other charge states (notwithstanding the calibration errors 

associated with low charge state CID products43) are slightly compacted. As such, dissociation of 

SOD1 results in a set of monomeric products that differ both in the charge they carry, and their 

measured CCS.  

 

SOD1 undergoes both symmetric and asymmetric dissociation into monomers 

Considering charge conservation, the dissociation of D11+ occurs via two routes, resulting in either 

M5+ or M6+ (symmetric dissociation, as non-integer charge states are impossible, MS), or M4+ and 

M7+ (asymmetric, MA). As the activation potential was increased, we observed a decrease in the 

relative abundance of D11+ (Fig. 1B). The resulting breakdown curve is visibly biphasic, with each 

phase corresponding to exponential decay of the dimer, suggestive of two CID pathways (Fig. 1C). 

The first phase is operative in the range 6-70 V and the second over 70-100 V (Fig. 1C, inset). 

Using stepwise regression, we found no statistical justification for a higher order (i.e. triphasic) fit. 

Examination of the spectra at low activation potential (20 V) showed no noticeable signal for the 

asymmetric products (SFig. 2). We therefore calculated the ratio of asymmetric versus symmetric 

products (MA/MS), and found that it increased as a function of activation (Fig. 1D). These data 

reveal that first of the two phases aligns to symmetric dissociation, and the second to the 

asymmetric pathway.  

We next performed analogous experiments to examine the CID behaviour of the SOD1 mutants. 

All six assembled into dimers, and we were able to obtain breakdown curves for the D11+ ions in 

each case. The data for the mutants was broadly similar to the WT protein (Fig. 1C), however 

dissociation of G37R resulted in a dramatically higher abundance of the asymmetric products 
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compared to the other proteins (Fig. 1D and inset, SFig. 3A). This suggests a remodelling by this 

particular mutation of the energy landscape leading to dissociation. 

  

Collisional activation results in three distinct conformers of the SOD1 dimer  

Having examined the dissociation of D11+ ions, we turned to examining their unfolding behaviour 

by performing CIU on both the WT and mutant D11+ ions (Fig. 2A, left row). We observed that 

with increasing activation the D11+ ion transitioned from its native conformation (D1, 27.3 nm2) to 

others (D2, 31.1 nm2; and D3, 32.8 nm2) appearing at successively later arrival times, consistent 

with global unfolding of tertiary structure prior to dissociation (STable 2). From this data we were 

able to calculate the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the CIU data between each mutant 

and the WT (Fig. 2A, right). We observed low deviations between replicates of the same protein 

mutant (SFig. 4A and B) and determined significant differences in the CIU of the dimer of mutants 

to WT by comparing the internal RMSDs (replicates of a single mutant) against RMSDs of mutant 

vs WT. This reveals that only G37R had a significantly altered unfolding profile compared to WT 

(RMSD = 19.20 ± 0.38%, p < 0.0001 SFig. 4B), in line with first visual impressions (Fig. 2A). 

Plotting the relative abundances of each conformer as a function of activation showed the origin 

of this difference lies in the transition between D2 and D3, the latter state populated only sparingly 

in the case of G37R (Fig. 2B and SFig. 4C). 

 

The WT•G37R heterodimer unfolds intermediate to both heterodimers but does not dissociate 

more asymmetrically 
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In response to the dramatic differences in CIU and CID behaviour observed between G37R and 

the other proteins, we generated a heterodimer by mixing equimolar amounts of WT and G37R 

and incubating them at 37 ºC overnight (SFig. 3B). We first assessed the dissociation of this 

WT•G37R heterodimer (and concomitant evolution of monomers), and found that its breakdown 

curve was similar to that of both WT and G37R homodimers (Fig. 3A). Notably, the MA/MS ratio 

for the heterodimer was similar to that for WT, and distinctly different to that for G37R (Fig. 3B). 

In principle, the dissociation of the WT•G37R heterodimer could proceed through four different 

pathways resulting in different monomer pairs, depending on the amount of charge partitioned to 

each type of subunit. For both symmetric (either WT6+ and G37R5+, or WT5+ and G37R6+) and 

asymmetric (either WT7+ and G37R4+, or G37R7+ and WT4+) pairs we observed that there was no 

preferential charge enrichment on either subunit (Fig. 3C). 

We next examined the unfolding of the heterodimer D11+ ion, and found that it proceeded through 

the same conformational states as the other proteins. However, we observed that D2 and D3, after 

the initial unfolding of D1, are populated to approximately equal amounts (Fig. 3D). Comparing 

the CIU data to that for WT and G37R (Fig. 3E and F) revealed significant differences in CIU in 

each case for their RMSDs (10 and 14%, respectively) reflecting that the unfolding of the 

heterodimer lies intermediate to the homodimers. These data indicate that the heterodimer can 

dissociate via the unfolding of either one of the two subunits.  

 

The dissociated 7+ G37R monomer is more compact than the wild-type and other mutants  

We hypothesised that clues as to the anomalous behaviour of the G37R variant – its high tendency 

for asymmetric dissociation, and its low population of D3 – might be found in examining the 

conformation of the monomeric products. We therefore measured the arrival times of the 
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dissociated monomers (M4+, M5+, M6+, and M7+) from all homodimers, across activation energies 

where they were abundant, and compared the CIU fingerprints of the mutants to that of the WT. 

Assessment of the dissociated M4+, M5+ and M6+ conformers yielded minimal difference between 

all mutant arrival times compared to WT, and within replicates of each respective monomer (SFig. 

4A-C). However, a substantial difference was observed when comparing WT and G37R M7+ ions, 

which were 11.3 ms and 10.5 ms respectively (Fig. 4A), indicating that latter was more compact 

after its dissociation from the D11+ parent ion. While this corresponds to an approximately ~4% 

smaller CCS than the WT7+,  notably G37R7+ remains larger than the lower charge-state 

monomers. This compaction was also apparent in G37R M7+ dissociated from the WT•G37R 

heterodimer, suggesting that this phenomenon is a property of the subunit, not the dimer. Again, 

we compared the RMSDs of mutants vs WT to the RMSDs of internal replicates to determine 

significance (Fig. 4B). The difference in M7+ CCS compared to the internal deviation was 

significantly greater for the M7+ ions from the G37R homodimer (12.06 ± 1.81 %, p < 0.001) and 

for the G37R M7+ ion from the heterodimer (8.79 ± 2.90 %, p< 0.001)  showing that this difference 

was only apparent in the G37R M7+ conformer. 

 

Kinetic modelling of dissociation and unfolding determines thermal and athermal processes 

Having established the dissociation and unfolding profiles of the SOD1 dimer, we attempted to 

gain a more quantitative insight into the free energy landscape underpinning these processes to 

enable comparison between the mutants. We formalised a parsimonious model, as per Occam’s 

razor, based on the key observations of three-state dimer unfolding, with symmetric dissociation 

being preferred at low activation, and asymmetric at higher potentials (Fig. 5A). We ascribed rate 

constants k1
U

 and k2
U to the two unfolding steps, and k1

D, k2
D, and k3

D to dissociation from each of 
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the three dimer conformations D1, D2, and D3, respectively. The resulting five rate equations for 

five unknown rate constants are fully determined, and could therefore be solved for each protein 

at each activation potential measured (Supp Info. Section 1.1). Conversion of the activation 

potentials into effective temperatures39 allowed us to perform Arrhenius-type analysis for the five 

different unfolding and dissociation processes. For all proteins, k1
U and k1

D displayed thermal, 

Arrhenius behaviour (corresponding to a simple barrier transition process) over the relevant 

effective temperature range (STable 1, SFig. 6A and C). However, k3
D did not do so for any of the 

proteins (STable 1). This absence of linearity may be due simply to relatively low flux down the 

relevant channels. This is consistent with dissociation from D3 being a minor dissociation channel, 

with it only being populated at the highest potential (Fig. 2A), at which point the majority of dimer 

dissociation has already occurred (Fig. 1C). Alternatively, it could indicate that a more complex 

process underlies these transitions which cannot be adequately modelled by a single barrier.  

We observed Arrhenius behaviour for k2
U for all proteins except G37R, and k2

D for G37R and the 

heterodimer only (STable 1, SFig. 6B and D). This suggests that the flux to D3 is atypically low 

for G37R, with its D2 conformation preferentially dissociating, rather than unfolding. Notably, the 

thermal behaviour of both k2
U and k2

D for the heterodimer indicates that it proceeds with sufficient 

flux down both channels, consistent with it containing both WT and G37R subunits. Again, we are 

not able to rule out that the non-linearity of the Arrhenius plots is due to a more complex process 

than we are able to model given the constraints of our data. Irrespectively, these insights align with 

the qualitative impression from inspection of the data, with asymmetric dissociation products being 

more abundant for G37R than the other proteins (Fig. 1D), at the expense of populating D3. (Fig. 

2A and B). 
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These consistencies gave us confidence that our model encapsulates the key features of the data, 

allowing us to extract effective activation energies (Ea
eff) (i.e. barrier heights, for each channel 

from the Arrhenius plots). This reveals that, in all proteins, the barriers to unfolding (Ea
eff

1
U) and 

dissociation (Ea
eff

1
D) of D1 are both approximately 4 kJ/mol (Fig. 5B). The fact that they are similar, 

is consistent with both processes (D1 unfolding to D2, and D1 dissociating into MS) being observed. 

The fate of D2 varies between G37R and the other proteins. For G37R the barrier for dissociation 

is quantifiable (Ea
eff

2
D
 ~9 kJ/mol) but unfolding is not. For the other homodimers, dissociation is 

not quantifiable but unfolding is (Ea
eff

2
U ~4.5 kJ/mol) (Fig. 5B, STable 1). The WT•G37R 

heterodimer, because it contains both types of subunit, has sufficient flux down each channel and 

therefore both unfolding and dissociation are measurable and align with the values from the 

homodimers (Fig. 5B). Since both channels are quantifiable in the heterodimer despite a 5 kJ/mol 

difference between the barrier height, we can infer that the barrier for unfolding in the G37R must 

be >5 kJ/mol higher than that for dissociation. As such, our methodology provides a means for 

quantitative comparison between different proteins, and their respective free energy landscapes. 
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Discussion 

Our detailed interrogation of the CIU and CID of the SOD1 dimer provides us an opportunity to 

propose a mechanism for these gas-phase processes. First, we considered the striking observation 

that of the six mutants examined, only G37R behaved significantly differently to the WT. We note 

that in this case the non-polar glycine in the WT is swapped to an arginine, the sidechain with 

highest gas-phase basicity and hence readily charged44. There are only four arginine residues in a 

WT monomer, so the consequence of this change is that (in positive-ion electrospray) this site is 

highly likely to be protonated and thereby available to engage in electrostatic interactions with 

nearby residues. By contrast, the other mutants either involve the swap of one non-polar sidechain 

with another (A4V, G93A, V148G), the replacement of an acidic sidechain with a non-polar one 

(D90A), or only causing a minor increase in gas-phase basicity (H46R)44. This highlights the 

profound impact the presence and location of protonatable sites has on the behaviour of protein 

ions upon activation in the gas-phase21.  

Next, we considered the origin of the three dimer conformations: the native state (D1) and the two 

larger states (D2 and D3). One might assign D2 to (partial) unfolding of one monomer in the dimer, 

and D3 the (additional) equivalent unfolding of the other. However, if this were the case, since we 

can reasonably expect both subunits in the homodimers to behave indistinguishably, we should 

observe D2 and D3 states in all cases. That D3 is not ubiquitous (it is absent in the G37R 

homodimer) speaks against this, suggesting instead that the CIU profile we observe is better 

explained by stepwise unfolding of the same monomer (Fig. 6). While there is a general correlation 

between the number of unfolding steps and the number of domains in a protein, we note that this 

is a charge-state dependent phenomenon17, and that multi-step unfolding of various single-domain 
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proteins has been reported45-46, revealing a richness of information in the CIU trajectory beyond 

domain stoichiometry. 

The mutation G37R stabilises the protein versus the second of the two unfolding steps. This 

suggests that the positively charged arginine participates in an intra-monomer salt-bridge (which 

necessarily can’t be formed by the glycine in the WT). This implies the presence of negatively 

charged moieties on the net positively charged protein surface, which may seem surprising but has 

been shown both experimentally and computationally44, 47, and is evidenced in the formation of 

salt-bridges as a natural consequence of desolvation 14, 40, 42, 48. 

The existence of such an intra-monomer salt-bridge, and the modification of the coulombic 

repulsion and attraction network, should not make dissociation of the G37R dimer significantly 

more difficult than the dimer, but would instead modify the free-energy landscape of the individual 

subunits, altering their gas phase conformation and making them harder to unfold than the WT. 

This is consistent with our observation of the G37R M7+ conformer being more compact following 

dissociation. Moreover, our kinetic analysis suggested in increase in the unfolding barrier height 

>5 kJ/mol in G37R, in line with the typical strength of a salt bridge. 

There are two potential explanations as to why only the second of the unfolding steps is stabilised 

by this salt bridge. Either the salt bridge exists in the native state, but the D1 to D2 transition results 

from breakage of contacts elsewhere in the protein. Or, the salt bridge is only formed in D2, 

facilitated by the molecular rearrangements in the earlier unfolding event. The former possibility 

would imply that unfolding happens in one region of the protein before stalling and proceeding in 

a second location. This is unlikely given the positive-feedback loop of charge migration to newly 

exposed protein surface with consequent coulombic repulsion of that from the remainder of the 

complex reinforcing further unfolding49. Hence it appears more probable that unfolding starts and 
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continues in the same region of the protein, with R37 forming a salt bridge on this trajectory that 

attenuates further unfolding.  

We investigated this possibility by examining a high resolution crystal structure of the SOD1 G37R 

mutant (PDB: 1AZV)50, and searching for nearby acidic residues both inter- and intra-monomer. 

We found six that were within 20 Å, but none closer than 12 Å, well above the ~5 Å separation 

that would be consistent with a salt bridge in solution (SFig 7 and STable 3a,b). This is in line with 

our reasoning that the R37 does not form a salt bridge in the native state, but rather needs prior 

local rearrangements in order to do so. Furthermore, given the respective distances between R37 

and nearest acidic residues (STable 3a,b), it appears that that the salt bridge formed is more likely 

to be intra-monomer, thereby attenuating unfolding rather than dissociation. 

It is generally thought that bonds that restrict unfolding lead to more symmetric partitioning of 

charge during dissociation51-52. That is not the case for G37R which, despite containing an intra-

monomer salt bridge, is more asymmetric and releases a compact 7+ monomer. We rationalise this 

by considering the interplay between coulombic repulsion and the gas-phase basicity of subunits 

in defining protonation 53, and suggest that at the threshold of dissociation charge is more likely to 

partitioned to a R37-containing subunit due to the lower barrier to charge migration. Although the 

H46R mutation would suggest a similar mechanism, we can explain its WT-like behaviour through 

noting that not only is the basicity at that site increased by only <6% upon mutation44. Furthermore, 

R46 is buried within the metal-binding region of SOD1 and can potentially take part in charged 

interactions with the multiple negatively charged residues in the nearby electrostatic loop54, most 

likely residue D124 (4.4 Å from R46 in the crystal structure PDB: 3K9155, SFig 8 and STable 4). 

These observations suggest the importance of individual residues, their basicities and local 
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environment, both in defining the charge partitioning of protein complexes during their gas-phase 

dissociation, and the structure of the products formed.  
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Conclusions 

Native MS has proven useful for interrogating the molecular characteristics of proteins and the 

interactions they make with other biomolecules. The bulk of the structural information derived 

from native MS comes from measurement of the protein under conditions that are optimised, 

insofar as is possible in the vacuum of the mass spectrometer, to assess the native solution state of 

the protein. However, the exquisite control of ion motion and activation afforded in the mass 

spectrometer allows higher energy states to be probed selectively21, 56. This feasibility is exploited 

frequently for identification purposes, such as determining which ligands are bound57, or 

categorise proteins through their CIU trajectory58. However, ascribing transitions in CIU to 

specific structural events, let alone using them to inform on the fold of the protein itself, remains 

a frontier challenge. 

In this work we have interrogated in detail the structural changes that the SOD1 dimer, and various 

of its point mutants, undergo upon gas phase activation. Our results have highlighted how both 

bond breakage and formation pay a role in governing the trajectory taken and the products 

observed. Our results are thought-provoking in the context of the understanding what governs the 

partitioning of charge during gas phase dissociation of protein complexes. In polarising terms, two 

competing models explain charge partitioning as arising from either charge migration to protein 

surfaces freshly exposed due to unfolding, or the rearrangement (and cleavage of interfacial) salt 

bridges in the gas phase 14. Our data is consistent with key aspects of both models: we observe 

unfolding of the dimers, and we see strong evidence for novel salt-bridge formation. However, our 

data is not explained fully by either model. Most crucial is the comparison between G37R at WT 

SOD1. We found that, due to forming an intra-monomer salt-bridge, the G37R dimer unfolded 

less, dissociated more asymmetrically, and produced a more compact 7+ monomer. This does not 
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fit the unfolding model, that would predict the attenuation of unfolding (and more compact 

monomer) of G37R to result in more symmetric dissociation. Nor does it readily fit the interfacial 

salt-bridge model, as the mutation and the new bond it forms lie away from the dimer interface. 

We have proposed here a mechanism that rationalises our data, using concepts from both models, 

and leveraging the understanding that has been developed about charge separation, location, and 

motion on gas-phase proteins44, 47-48, 53. 

Based on our work here, it is our hypothesis that 1) unfolding is a salient aspect of asymmetric 

dissociation, 2) that it happens in the context of new salt bridges being formed upon desolvation14, 

40, 42 and during activation, and 3) the associated charge migration9 depends not just crudely on 

surface area10-13 but on the specific residues and their local environment. We also think it very 

probable that 4) heterolytic cleavage of interfacial salt-bridges14 plays an important role.  This 

hypothesis places a lot of value on specific residues, and their local environment and interactions, 

which will vary from one protein complex to another. As such it provides a natural rationalisation 

for the variation and specificity observed for protein complex unfolding and dissociation in 

vacuum, and provides further support to the notion that recording and comparing these pathways 

may have considerable analytical value. 

As a step towards doing so quantitatively, we have presented an Arrhenius-type framework for 

analysis which, despite assumptions implicit therein and together with other recently presented 

methodologies59, represents a means for meaningful and direct comparison between proteins in 

terms of the barriers on the free energy landscape. This work therefore represents a step towards 

maximising the utility of information extracted from native MS experiments where the protein 

folding funnel is explored by deliberate gas phase activation21.  
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We note, however, that results obtained from such an approach are inexorably tied to the model 

(i.e. the number and sequence of unfolding and dissociation events) that is chosen. In line with 

Occam’s razor, we used the simplest model afforded by the data and, though the model produced 

seemingly sensible quantitative insights into the data, it is possible (indeed, likely) that there are 

complexities to the mechanism of SOD1 unfolding and dissociation to which our data is not 

sensitive, and hence we are unjustified in modelling. In this regard, recent developments in IM-

MS technology that allow specific conformers can be activated individually such that specific 

dissociation channels can be interrogated hold great promise in increasing the information content 

of the gas-phase activation experiment 45. Such experiments will add to the arsenal of experimental 

and analysis approaches that will ultimately combine to allow the exhaustive, quantitative 

dissection of native proteins through all levels of their structure, from non-covalent assembly to 

peptide fragments. 
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Figure 1. SOD1 dissociates into symmetric and asymmetric monomer populations. (A) 

Crystal structure of the native SOD1 dimer showing mutation locations as spheres on one monomer 
and the zinc, copper, and disulphide bond (S-S) on the other monomer. (B) Increasing activation 
potential (into the “trap” collision cell) applied to the SOD1-WT D11+ ion promotes dissociation 
into monomers with charge states ranging from 4+ to 7+. (C) Plotting the decrease in the relative 
abundance of the D11+ ion as a function of activation potential showed that the dissociation process 
was biphasic. This can be clearly seen in the log plot (inset). The addition of more phases (e.g. a 
triphasic fit) was not statistically justified by F-test, given the additional degrees of freedom. (D) 
The ratio of asymmetric (MA) to symmetric (MS) dissociation product abundances shows that 
G37R dissociated into asymmetric ions much more readily than other mutants, as can be seen in 
the abundance of the M7+ ion (inset, M7+ ion at 80 V compared to base peak). Error bars represent 
SD of the mean from 3 separate infusions of SOD1 protein. 
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Figure 2. Unfolding of the SOD1 dimer proceeds via two transitions. (A) Left panels: CIU of 
SOD1 dimers (accelerated into the “trap” collision cell) showing the existence of two unfolding 
steps resulting in three conformers (D1, D2, D3) for all proteins, with the exception of G37R which 
did not populate D3 to a great extent (heat maps are normalized to the highest signal at each 
activation potential). Right panels: Comparing the WT to mutant data showed that the only mutant 
with significantly different CIU behaviour to WT was G37R (see Supplementary Fig. 3). Values 
correspond to RMSDs. (B) Plot of the relative abundances of each dimer state across activation 
energies reveals the persistence of G37R in D2. D1 squares, solid line; D2 = open triangles, dotted 
line; D3

  circles, dotted line. Error bars represent SD of the mean from 3 separate infusions of 
SOD1 protein.  
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Figure 3. Dissociation and unfolding of a WT•G37R heterodimer. (A) Measurements of the 
relative abundance of dimer (circles), symmetric monomers (squares), and asymmetric monomers 
(triangles) of increasing activation potentials (into the “trap” collision cell) for WT (black), G37R 
(red) and heterodimer (turquoise). (B) Plot comparing the ratio of symmetric and asymmetric 
products for the homodimers and heterodimers. (C) Examination of the relative abundance of the 
products from the heterodimer shows no preference for either dissociation pathway (i.e. grey and 
red; and blue and black, are indistinguishable/overlap). (D) CIU fingerprint of the heterodimer. 
(E) Comparing the CIU fingerprint of WT homodimer to heterodimer. (F) Comparing the CIU 
fingerprint of G37R homodimer to heterodimer. Error bars represent SD of the mean from 3 
replicate infusions of SOD1 protein. 
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Figure 4. The G37R M

7+
 conformer is more compact than other SOD1 mutants. (A) CIU 

(acceleration into the “trap” collision cell) fingerprints comparing the dissociated M7+ conformer 
between WT and mutants where substantial differences are observed For G37R and heteroG37R. 
(B) RMSD comparison between each mutant’s internal replicate monomer CIU fingerprints 
(Internal Rep. column) and each mutant monomer CIU replicate vs each monomer CIU replicate 
for the 7+ charge state. Significance was determined using Kruskal-Wallis analysis with Dunn’s 
post-test comparing each column to the ‘Internal Rep.’ column. (*** = p < 0.001). 
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Figure 5. SOD1 dimer gas-phase dissociation and unfolding include thermal and athermal 

processes. (A) A model of SOD1 dimer gas-phase dissociation and unfolding as determined by 
the experimental data shown in this work. Briefly, upon activation the D1 (dimer 1) either 
dissociates into symmetrically charged monomers (MS) or unfolds into D2 (dimer 2) which, upon 
further activation, dissociates into asymmetrically charged monomers (MA) or unfolds into D3 
(dimer 3) which dissociates into MA. (B) Plotting Ea

U against Ea
D for both the k1

U
-k1

D juncture 
(closed circles) and the k2

U
-k2

D juncture (open circles, and bars outside the plot) shows the 
relationship between the two processes for each mutant. Coloured bars outside the axis represent 
the standard error of the corresponding mutants for the axis they lie on and are shown this way 
since typically one of the processes at the k2

U
-k2

D juncture is athermal. The WT•G37R heterodimer 
is the only dimer to have enough flux down both pathways (see R2 values in supplementary table 
1 and fits in supplementary figure 5). Error bars represent SD of the mean of at least 3 separate 
experiments. The dotted line represents x = y. 
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Figure 6. Schematic of a model of the dissociation and unfolding of a WT•G37R heterodimer. 

The initial dimer (D1) contains WT (orange) and G37R (blue) monomers. At low activation 
potential D1 dissociates (k1

D) through the symmetric pathway to form M6+ and M5+ products. As 
the activation potential increases, D1 unfolds (k1

U) to the D2 state where Arg37 forms a new salt-
bridge. This leads to a greater tendency for the dimer to dissociate (k2

D) at this stage, rather than 
unfolding further (k2

U) to the D3 state. In both the symmetric and asymmetric pathways, there is 
no preference for either the G37R or WT subunit to be preferentially charge enhanced/depleted 
(Fig. 3C). Arrow colour represents the propensity of dimer to proceed through a reaction for WT 
homodimers (orange) and G37R homodimers (blue).  
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Supporting experimental section 

Section 1.1 

The rate equations describing the reaction model in Fig. 5A can be written in matrix form as  

d

d𝑡

𝐷#
𝐷$
𝐷%

=

−𝑘#
) − 𝑘#

* 0 0

𝑘#
* −𝑘$

) − 𝑘$
* 0

0 𝑘$
* −𝑘%

*

𝐷#
𝐷$
𝐷%

, 

and  

d

d𝑡

𝑀A

𝑀S
=

0 𝑘$
) 𝑘%

)

𝑘#
) 0 0

𝐷#
𝐷$
𝐷%

, 

where D1, D2, D3, MA, and MS denote, respectively, the relative concentrations of the states D1, D2, 

D3, MA, and MS. 

These can be solved analytically by diagonalization and, together with the initial conditions, 

determine the concentrations of the species as a function of the rates kij and measurement time, t. 

The resulting expressions are closed-form yet rather cumbersome, and are not reproduced here. 

The measured concentration for each species then leads to five equations in the five unknown rates 

kij (times t), which can be solved numerically for the rates at each activation potential. We did so, 

without employing any simplificaiton. Plotting the logarithm of the rates versus the reciprocal of 

the effective temperature (see next paragraph) reveals Arrhenius behaviour over a range of 

effective temperatures, 𝑘./𝑡 = 𝐴	𝑡	exp −𝐸.//𝑘B𝑇566 , and the activation energies can be fitted.  
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Effective temperature can be calculated as follows using the method of Vékey
1
. The kinetic energy 

(Ek) of the ions is estimated to be given by Ek = zeV, were z is the integer charge on the protein, e 

the elementary charge, and V the accelerating potential into the collision cell. We next assume that 

all the kinetic energy is converted into internal modes in the collision cell: Ekin = Eint. The effective 

temperature, Teff, can then be estimated using the equation Teff = Eint/(ckD), where k is Boltzmann’s 

constant, D is the number of degrees of freedom in the protein (given by 3N-6, where N is the 

number of atoms), and c is a  temperature- and frequency-dependent factor, with a value of 

approximately 0.2 in organic molecules between 300 and 450 K
1
. 
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Supporting tables and figures 

Supplementary Table 1. R
2
 values of the linear regression fits of the temperatures corresponding 

to each rate constant. Values in bold-face are those with R
2
 > 0.85. Fits correspond to plots in 

Supplementary figure 5. 

Rate constant WT A4V G37R H46R D90A G93A V148G Hetero 

k1
U
 0.97 0.92 0.96 0.92 0.93 0.97 0.96 0.93 

k2
U
 0.96 0.93 0.48 0.95 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.91 

k1
D
 0.92 0.98 0.86 0.94 0.98 0.92 0.88 0.93 

k2
D
 0.42 0.54 0.88 0.32 0.59 0.43 0.52 0.88 

k3
D
 <0.1 <0.1 0.50 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.12 
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Supplementary Figure 1. Representative native mass spectrum of SOD1 WT. SOD1 WT was buffer exchanged 

into 200 mM NH4OAc (pH 6.8) and nanoelectrosprayed under gentle conditions (10 µM monomeric concentration) 

which is composed of monomeric (M) and dimeric (D) forms of SOD1 WT. The charge states are marked in 

superscript. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. MS/MS spectra of isolated SOD1 variant D
11+

 ions at low activation potential. MS/MS 

spectra of all SOD1 variant homodimers, and the WT•G37R heterodimer, at 20 V acceleration potential in the trap 

collision cell. The black bar above the spectra indicates the assignment of the peaks, and pink shading the m/z isolation 

window. Note at this low voltage, 6+ and 5+ monomer ions are readily observed, but 7+ and 4+ are not. Quantification 

of these peaks leads to the graphs show in Fig. 1C,D. 
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Supplementary Figure 3. (A) MS/MS spectra of all SOD1 variant homodimers, and the WT•G37R heterodimer, at 

80 V acceleration potential in the trap collision cell. The black bar above the spectra indicates the assignment of the 

peaks, and pink shading the m/z isolation window. Inset in the WT•G37R heterodimer spectra is a spectra showing 

the M
5+

 ion in finer detail where both WT and G37R monomers are being produced. (B) Narrowing the isolation 

window (pink) centered at ~2910 m/z, it was possible to select 11+ precursors enriched for WT•G37R heterodimers. 

Black and red spectra are overlays of WT and G37R homodimers, respectively, from infusions separate to the 

heterodimer infusion (teal).  
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Supplementary Figure 4. (A) Standard deviation plots of CIU fingerprints of all SOD1 variants. (B) RMSD 

comparison between each mutant’s internal replicate dimer
11+

 CIU fingerprints (Internal Rep. column) and each 

mutant dimer
11+

 CIU replicate vs each WT dimer
11+

 CIU replicate. (C) The relative abundances of the 3 different 

conformers (D1, D2, and D3) of D
11+

 across activation potentials in the trap. Error bars represent SD of the mean from 

at least 3 separate infusions of protein. Significance was determined using Kruskal-Wallis analysis with Dunn’s post-

test comparing each column to the ‘Internal Rep.’ column (*** = p < 0.001). 
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Supplementary Figure 5. RMSD comparison between each mutant’s internal replicate monomer CIU fingerprints 

(Internal Rep. column) and each mutant monomer CIU replicate vs each monomer CIU replicate at the 4+ (A), 5+ 

(B), and 6+ (C) charge states. Significance was determined using Kruskal-Wallis analysis with Dunn’s post-test 

comparing each column to the ‘Internal Rep.’ column. (* = p < 0.05). 
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Supplementary Table 2. Measurements of the CCS values for SOD1 WT monomers and dimers under 

different activation potentials. 

 
	 	 Ruotolo	calibration2	 Salbo	calibration	 X-ray4	 Comparison5	 vs	X-ray4	 Collision	radius	(Å)	

Species1	
(CE	V)	

z	
CCS	
(Å2)	

RSD	
CCS	
(Å2)	

RSD	
CCS	
(Å2)	

Ruotolo/Salbo	 Ruotolo	 Salbo	 IMPACT	 Ruotolo	

D	

(6	V)	

10	 2673	 0.7	 2675	 0.7	

2921	

99.95	 91.51	 91.56	

30.5	

29.1	

11	 2725	 0.1	 2726	 0.1	 99.93	 93.27	 93.33	 29.4	

12	 2814	 0.4	 2816	 0.3	 99.91	 96.33	 96.42	 29.9	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

D	CID	

(40	V)	
11	 3098	 1.5	 3127	 1.5	 2921	 99.08	 106.05	 107.03	 30.5	 31.4	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

D	CID	

(80	V)	
11	 3285	 1.2	 3283	 1.0	 2921	 100.06	 112.45	 112.38	 30.5	 32.33	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

M	CID	

(80	V)	

7	 1908	 0.7	 1903	 0.9	

1768	

100.28	 107.91	 107.61	

23.7	

24.6	

6	 1579	 0.1	 1571	 0.5	 100.52	 89.33	 88.88	 22.4	

5	 1464	 0.5	 1454	 1.0	 100.63	 82.87	 82.35	 21.6	

4	 1380	 0.8	 1370	 1.4	 100.72	 78.19	 77.63	 21.0	
1
 D = Dimer, M = Monomer, and CID = collision induced dissociation 

2
 Calibrated using the method of Ruotolo, Benesch, Sandercock, Hyung and Robinson 

2
 

3
 Calibrated using the method of Salbo, Bush, Naver, Campuzano, Robinson, Pettersson, Jørgensen and Haselmann 

3
 

4
 Calculated from the crystal structure using IMPACT 

4
 with using previously reported radii 

5
 

5
 Calculated from 

789:9;9	<<=

=>;?9	<<=
	×100	 

6
 Calculated from 

BCDEFGHEI:>;	<<=

JKLM<N	<<=
	×100 
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Supplementary Figure 6. (A) Linear regression fits of effective temperatures  for k1
U

. (B) Linear regression fits of 

effective temperatures  for k2
U

. (C) Linear regression fits of effective temperatures  for k1
D

. (D) Linear regression 

fits of effective temperatures  for k2
D

. Fits are shown only for those variants which had R values > 0.85 for any of 

the kinetic processes. 
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Supplementary Figure 7. Distance measurements of the closest Asp and Glu residues (red) to R37 (blue) in a 
SOD1 G37R x-ray crystal structure (PDB: 1AZV). Black labels indicate the angstrom (Å) distance from each 
residue to R37. The closest negatively charged residue is D92 at 11.9 Å, further than the minimum ~5 Å that is 
necessary for salt-bridge formation. 
 
Supplementary Table 3a. Measured intra-monomer distances between R groups and alpha carbons of SOD1 
G37R crystal structure (1AZV). 
  

Amino Acid 
Distance from 

R37 Cα (Å) 
Distance from 

R37 R-group (Å) 
D11 12.2 15.5 
E40 9.0 16.7 
D90 10.1 13.6 
D92 7.7 11.9 
D96 12.1 16.2 
E121 11.8 18.7 

 
Supplementary Table 3b. Measured inter-monomer distances between R groups and alpha carbons of SOD1 
G37R crystal structure (1AZV). 
 

Amino Acid 
Distance from 

R37 Cα (Å) 
Distance from 

R37 R-group (Å) 
D11  22.0 24.3 
D52  21.8 25.0 
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Supplementary Figure 8. Distance measurements of the closest Asp and Glu residues (red) to R46 (blue) in a 
SOD1-H46R x-ray crystal structure (PDB: 3K91). Black labels indicate the angstrom (Å) distance from each residue 
to R37. The closest negatively charged residue is D124 at 4.4 Å, less than the minimum ~5 Å that is necessary for 
salt-bridge formation. 
 
 
Supplementary Table 4. Measured distances between R groups and alpha carbons of SOD1-H46R crystal 
structure (3K91).  

Amino Acid 
Distance from 

R46 Cα (Å) 
Distance from 

R46 R-group (Å) 
D76 13.9 13.1 
D83 4.5 6.1 
E121 11.8 12.0 
D124 8.5 4.4 

D125 11.5 8.6 
E133 14.0 10.1 
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